
Tour Programme
 
Silver Muse 6835A / 14 Days
 

December-21-2018 / January-04-2019
Bali (Benoa), Indonesia / Brisbane, Australia

Date Arrive Depart

21 Bali (Benoa), Indonesia

22 Bali (Benoa), Indonesia 5:00 PM

23 Komodo, Indonesia 12:00 PM 7:00 PM

24 Day at sea

25 Day at sea

26 Darwin, Australia 8:00 AM 6:00 PM

27 Day at sea

28 Day at sea

29 Day at sea

30 Cairns, Australia 8:00 AM

31 Cairns, Australia 6:00 PM

1 Townsville, Australia 12:00 PM 7:00 PM

2 Airlie Beach, Australia 8:00 AM 6:00 PM

3 Day at sea

4 Brisbane, Australia 8:00 AM 6:00 PM



General Information
 
ORGANISED SHORE EXCURSIONS
Booking Direct with Silversea gives you peace of mind. Our local tour operators are fully insured and have been comprehensively vetted. In
the unlikely event of issues with a Silversea tour, we assume responsibility and the ship will wait for our delayed shore excursion. These are
important factors when comparing value. Looking for a special program with your travelling companions? In a nod to our Italian heritage,
let us reserve for you our Silver Shore “Privato” service - a private vehicle with driver and/or guide. Create your own itinerary or leave it to
us. This service is available in most ports which you can reserve on MySilversea (my.silversea.com) or at the Shore Concierge desk onboard
for a truly tailor-made arrangement. Please bear in mind as we traverse many far reaching destinations, the local infrastructure varies and is
beyond our control. Road conditions and vehicles available locally may not be up to standards we are accustomed to. Guides and drivers
may speak with a heavy accent at times depending on the port of call. Be assured however that at Silversea, we contract only the best tours
and best operators available at each destination. Please Note: Silversea reserves the right to make any changes or modify a tour in case of
unforeseen circumstances and/or to ensure the safety and comfort of our guests.
 
BOOKING & CANCELLATION DEADLINES
Shore excursions must be purchased on or before the booking deadline for each port of call. Tours are available on a first-come, first-
served basis; some tours are very popular with guests often ending up being wait-listed: in order to avoid disappointment, it is therefore
suggested to book in advance via my.silversea.com from 120 - 7 days prior to sailing. Last-minute requests to participate on excursions are
subject to space availability, which in some cases may not be determined until departure time pier-side. Please note that certain shore
excursions may have different reservation deadlines and may incur cancellation fees if cancelled after the deadline. Unless otherwise
indicated in the tour description for a particular shore excursion a 100% cancellation fee will be charged for shore excursions cancelled
within 48 hours of the scheduled start time. If changes or cancellations are required once onboard, tickets must be returned to the Shore
Concierge desk within the cancellation deadline period.
 
ONLINE ADVANCE RESERVATION OF SHORE EXCURSIONS
For those of you that are not aware, at Silversea you can pre-reserve your excursions at leisure prior to your journey on the internet, log on
to MySilversea (my.silversea.com) up to 7 days prior to your sailing date. If you have pre-reserved your excursions on line, your tickets will
be delivered to your suite upon embarkation and all charges will be billed to your shipboard account.
 
ON BOARD RESERVATIONS
Once on board, you may also reserve and purchase your shore excursions. You will find a consolidated tour booking form in your suite and
at the Shore Concierge desk. Select the tours in which you wish to participate, then leave the completed and signed form at the Shore
Concierge desk prior to the booking deadline indicated. Tour tickets will be delivered to your suite and your selected excursions charged
to your shipboard account. Overland and exclusive excursions must be pre-paid by credit card through your reservation agents. If still
available they may also be purchased on board. Shore excursions require a minimum number of participants in order to operate as
described. If this minimum number is not met, Silversea reserves the right to offer the programme at a different rate or to cancel the
specific departure. 
 
SHORE EXCURSION PRICING
Prices are generally quoted per person, per tour, with the exception of Silver Shore Privato or group-designated excursions. Prices are
subject to change without notice. Please visit MySilversea (my.silversea.com) for the most up-to-date information. Discounts for children
under 12 years of age are available on some, but not all tours. Prices for children, if available, will be adjusted onboard. Please meet with
the Shore Concierge team prior to your excursion to discuss the availability of children’s pricing.
 
ON-TIME TOUR DEPARTURES
As a courtesy to fellow guests, tour departures generally will not be announced unless there is an unforeseen change. Departure times
from the ship are published in the ships daily newspaper, the Silversea Chronicle. Guests are kindly requested to proceed ashore at least
ten minutes prior to the tour departure time. The Shore Concierge team will be pier-side to direct you to the appropriate transportation.
When the ship is at anchor, guests must allow additional time to tender ashore.
Silversea Cruises reserves the right to adjust itineraries and tour departures as local conditions dictate. Please note that pier departure
times are also listed in MySilversea (my.silversea.com)
 
TOUR SUITABILITY
At Silversea we offer a broad range of activities for our guests of all physical capabilities. Some excursions are decidedly only for the
physically fit and active guest. Each excursion offered is clearly identified with an activity level to assist you. For your safety and enjoyment
and that of your fellow guests, please be certain you’re selecting excursions that meet your physical capability. We therefore encourage
guests to review the tour description carefully including the PLEASE NOTE section which includes useful information and attend the port
talks onboard. If you still have any questions or concerns regarding this, please contact Shore Concierge (shoreconcierge@silversea.com)
prior to your cruise or visit the Shore Concierge desk for more detailed information once onboard.
 
ON LAND SILVER SHORE CONCIERGE SERVICES
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Let Silversea Cruises customise a special event or excursion exclusively for you. Expert Shore Excursion professionals are available to assist
with knowledgeable suggestions, personalised planning and coordination of all private, independent touring including area highlights,
flightseeing, water sports and more. To take advantage of this service, requests should be submitted no later than 30 days prior to sailing
and guests must have a deposited or fully paid cruise booking. Strict cancellation policies apply to your confirmed, exclusive programme.
When calling or emailing, please have your booking number available. There is a service fee of $100 per port to secure your arrangements,
however this fee will be applied to your confirmed programme in that port. Call +1.800.968.9518 or e-mail: shoreconcierge@silversea.com
The Shore Concierge may be contacted by phone, to arrange tailor-made tours, Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (East
Coast time U.S.) You may leave a detailed message when calling outside of these hours. You may also e-mail your request for your
personalised programme.
 
ONBOARD SHORE CONCIERGE TEAM
Whether you wish to participate in an organised shore excursion or bespoke tailor-made tour, Silversea’s experienced Shore Concierge
team are happy to assist you in ensuring your shore- side experiences are nothing less than a memory that lasts forever.
The Shore Concierge team is available onboard on sea days from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and from 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Office opening
hours in port may vary whilst staff is shore-side assisting you on tour. Please refer to the Silversea Chronicle for daily office opening hours.
When contemplating a tailor-made program onboard, please contact the Shore Concierge team as early as possible at the beginning of
your cruise, as time may be a factor in reaching local contacts. Please be aware that once arrangements have been confirmed, 100%
cancellation fee will be applied. Unfortunately, we are unable to change or cancel airline tickets, car rental, hotel or any other reservations
you made previously with your travel agent or on your own. In many ports of call there may be a local hospitality representative on board to
provide additional information, for two hours after the ship’s arrival. In some ports, local information may be found in the tourist
information centre ashore.
 
PORT TALKS
Throughout your cruise we’ll be offering Port & Shore Excursion information given by our Shore Concierge Manager and Destination
Consultant prior to arrival in each port of call. Our aim is to give you a travel experience that goes beyond the ordinary and many of your
questions about our ports of call will be answered in these briefings, giving you more time to enjoy and immerse yourself in each port. The
information is presented in the theater or is pre-recorded and played on your in-suite entertainment system.
 
SILVERSEA SHUTTLE SERVICE
Complimentary transportation may be provided by Silversea when the local town is beyond a reasonable walking distance from the port.
This service may not be possible in ports where a strong taxi union exists, preventing Silversea from providing a complimentary shuttle. The
availability and schedule for this service will be announced onboard and listed in the Silversea Chronicle. We are not able to advise this in
advance. Operationally, intervals between shuttle bus departures could be affected by local traffic. Silversea is not liable for any unforeseen
delays. There will be a break in service for driver meal times. Shuttle service is offered during the day only. The shuttle service is designed
to augment local transportation; guests requiring more flexibility may prefer not to wait for a shuttle and secure a taxi at their own expense.
 
CHILDREN ON TOUR
To ensure the safety of our younger guests, participation by children in certain shore excursions may be restricted. To ensure the safety of
our younger guests, children up to the age of 8 years old are only permitted to participate in suitable Silver Shore Excursions and the
shuttle service, if the vehicles are equipped with the correct safety harness and seating equipment, to accommodate a child. Such
harnesses' and secure seating cannot be guaranteed. Alternately guests may use their own approved safety seat, booster seat or harness
as long as they are compatible with the local touring vehicle and can properly secure the young guest. Silversea reserves the right to refuse
children under the age of 8 years old on any tour on the basis of safety.
 
GRATUITIES
Gratuities for local guides and drivers are not included in the excursion price. It is customary to tip tour guides and drivers. Such gratuities if
extended, should be done so on a voluntary, individual basis.
 
MOBILE TELEPHONES
As a courtesy to fellow guests, kindly refrain from using mobile telephones while on tour so as not to interfere with the guide’s explanation.
Most tours make frequent stops, allowing time for guests to use their mobile telephones. We appreciate your understanding in this matter.
 
SMOKING
For reasons of safety and comfort, smoking is not permitted on any tour vehicles used by Silversea. Your understanding in this matter is
appreciated.
 
VIDEO/PHOTOGRAPHY CHARGES
At some museums, sites and monuments, photography and/or the use of video cameras may not be allowed or may incur a charge. These
charges are not included in the tour price and are at guests’ own expense.
 
SHOPPING STOPS
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While our organised excursions are not generally geared to the serious shopper, some tours allow for short shopping stops as indicated in
the tour description. In the interest of all tour participants, guests should adhere to the allotted time and return to the tour vehicle
promptly as advised by the tour guide or ship’s escort. Please Note: The selection of shops is generally left to the discretion of the tour
operator. Silversea does require that establishments be reputable, of general interest to our guests and offer quality goods. However, all
purchases are the responsibility of the individual.
 
ADDITIONAL TERMS & CONDITIONS
Silversea Cruises Ltd. and its associated or affiliated companies act solely as agents for airlines, motorcoach companies, railroads and other
service providers. The provisions in the cruise ticket contract govern Silversea Cruises Ltd.’s responsibility to guests and Silversea Cruises
Ltd. shall not be liable in any manner, for any reason, with respect to other services provided. Silversea Cruises Ltd. cannot be held
responsible for conditions prevalent ashore at ports of call. Some of these conditions might preclude individuals with disabilities from safe
or practical participation in organised shore excursions. Silversea Cruises Ltd. cannot accept responsibility for losses or additional expenses
due to delay in rail, plane, vessel or other services, sickness, weather, strikes, war, quarantine or other causes. These tour descriptions are a
general overview of the programme and are subject to change. Our local operator reserves the right to substitute other sites if local
situations, including holidays, closures, weather, delays, congestion, etc. require. Silversea Cruises Ltd. reserves the right to adjust shore
excursion pricing.
 
INSURANCE
The extent of insurance coverage in foreign countries varies widely and depends on their laws and customs. It is suggested that guests
consider short-term health and accident policies from their own insurance company prior to leaving home. Silversea Cruises, Ltd. cannot
assume liability for baggage or other personal effects lost or damaged while those items are in the custody of an airline, hotel or other
service provider. Baggage is always ‘at owner’s expense’ at all times.

Activity Level and Icon Definition
Minimal Activity
Excursions are easily paced without the need for
excessive walking or physical activities. Being able to
board motor coaches and negotiate steps can be
encountered. 
 
Moderate Activity
Full participation may include a limited number of
steps, uneven surfaces and/or periods of standing.
 
Extensive Activity
Full participation requires being in good physical
condition and may involve inclines, steps, uneven
surfaces and/or extended periods of standing.
 
Adventure Tour – Physically fit
Active excursions are recommended only for those
guests in good physical health, with considerable
amounts of physical activity.

 
Wheelchair and disabled-friendly tours
Guests in a standard wheelchair must be accompanied
by their own helper and be able to board a motor
coach, van or boat. Once on tour you will be
unattended. We kindly ask you to inform the Shore
Concierge staff promptly at embarkation when using a
wheelchair. For guests with serious mobility issues
please contact the Shore Concierge staff promptly so
they can help make arrangements. In certain ports
wheelchair accessible vehicles are available at an extra
charge and advanced reservation. 
 

Evening Excursion 
The excursion is taking place in the evening.

Meal Included
A meal is included in the excursion.

New Excursion
This shore excursion is brand new to Silversea.

 

Privato
Silversea Privato excursions include private use of a
local driver and car. Please see the Shore Concierge
for more information and reservation. 

 
Limited Space Available
Please be aware that there is only limited space
available on this tour. Places are delivered on a first
come first served basis. 

 
Promo
The shore excursion is offered on a complimentary
basis as part of a free shore excursion promotion
(the “Promotion”).  Please check your booking terms
and condition or up to 7 days MySilversea to
determine whether your booking qualifies for the
Promotion. If your booking does not qualify for the
Promotion there will be a cost associated with this
shore excursion.
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December 21 2018, Friday

Bali (Benoa) - Indonesia
 

DPS-M / AN EVENING AT THE ROYAL PALACE DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$199; Duration:5.50 hrs

 Explore the rich cultural heritage, flavours and daily life of the Balinese people during this memorable, half-day excursion to the Royal Palace
with dinner.
Benoa, Blayu Village, Royal Palace of Puri Taman Sari, Pavilions, Tropical Garden, Shrines, Gates
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.75-hour drive to Blayu, a small village in the Tabanan District. Upon arrival, proceed to the
magnificent former Royal Palace of Puri Taman Sari. Built in the 17th century, this spectacular landmark of historic architecture served as the
Royal Palace of the Mengwi Dynasty ancestry. Designed in the style of ancient Balinese royal compound houses, Puri Taman Sari consists of a
number of pavilions. This wonderful Royal Palace complex also includes a fantastic, tropically landscaped garden, exquisite wooden shrines,
beautifully-carved gates, coconut palms, and views of rice fields surrounding three rivers, making it one of the area's main attractions. Every
move and breath of Balinese life can be felt from the environment and the hotel atmosphere.
 
Traditional Balinese Welcome Drink and Dance, Attractions and Activities, Indonesian Dinner
Upon arrival, you are warmly greeted by a group of Balinese women who are clad in their exquisite traditional dress, and present you with a
graceful hospitality. As a Bleganjur music group performs for you, you are escorted to the lobby area where a refreshing drink awaits. After a
welcome dance, observe a colourful procession before setting off to explore the many attractions and activities housed at the Puri Taman Sari.
There are also areas where you can observe daily Balinese activities, many of which are performed by women, and include offering-making and
traditional Balinese umbrella-making. Following your discovery of Balinese culture and activities, proceed for an Indonesian buffet dinner.
 
Traditional Kecak Dancing Performance
After dinner, you are regaled with an utterly unique and fascinating performance of the Kecak Dance. This traditional dance recounts a tale from
the Ramayana, an epic story that found its way from India to Indonesia. During the dance, the only musical accompaniment is the chanting by
men positioned in a concentric circle on the stage. As the men chant and rhythmically sway to the music, colourfully costumed dancers weave
and intertwine their way amongst them. Lit only by glowing torches, the shadows cast by the dancers, combined with the haunting chanting,
create a truly mesmerising and unforgettable experience. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately
1.75-hour drive back to the ship.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 273 yards (about 250 metres), at time over uneven and
natural surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and 15 steps at Puri Taman Sari. This tour is not suitable for guests
prone to motion sickness, guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable, smart-casual clothing
with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Guests must be at least six years old to participate on this tour.
The total driving time between the pier and Puri Taman Sari is approximately 1.75 hours in each direction. The tour sequence may vary.
Guests embarking the Silver Muse on December 21st 2018 can participate to this excursion, please be advised that the departure time of the
tour will be 4:30pm and your embarkation procedures will have to be completed before that.

December 22 2018, Saturday

Bali (Benoa) - Indonesia
 

DPS-A / BALI TERRACES & MOUNTAIN SCENES DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$99; Duration:5.50 hrs

 Discover what so many Balinese people are very proud of, their beautiful rice terraces, found in mid-western part of the island, known as the 'Rice
Bowl of Bali'. Your half-day visit to the island's interior leads you to quiet hamlets with shaded pathways overhung by vegetation, thatched roofs
scattered behind interminable mud walls, herds of farm animals, with mountain scenes, and the remaining tropical forests.
Depart from Benoa Pier heading for the distant mountain range of Batukau, passing through the villages of Pacung and Senganan, with photo
stops, to finally reach Jatiluwih - the Rice Bowl area of Bali. Along the way, see a variety of plantations that produce coffee, cacao, and cloves,
clustered amongst vegetable farms. En route, you may encounter ceremonial festivities requesting blessings to the respective gods for a good
harvest of rice grains, fruits, vegetables, or farm products.
Listen as your guide explains how rice and produce are the way of life in this part of Indonesia. For the majority Balinese, agriculture is their
livelihood, resulting in cascading terraces of rice fields, a striking feature of the landscape. Every farmer owning one or more rice plots or sawahs

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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is compelled to join a subak, an agricultural society that controls the distribution of irrigation water to its members. Stop at the Billy 69 restaurant
for some local snacks and fresh seasonal fruits.
On your return trip to Benoa Harbour, pass through the villages of Blayu and Marga and admire the beautiful landscape.
Please note: To explore the areas visited fully, a moderate amount of walking is required. This tour is not recommended for guests who utilise
a wheelchair. We suggest you wear light-weight clothing and hat and bring insect repellent.

 
DPS-B / MAGICAL TEMPLES & ORCHID GARDENS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$169; Duration:9.50 hrs

 Explore Bali's religious past and the verdant beauty of the island's lush countryside during this temple tour, and a scenic visit to Bali's Orchid
Garden.
Depart the pier for the drive to Mengwi. En route, a visit to a batik workshop offers a unique opportunity to admire the artistry and techniques
involved in producing the famous batik cloth, a tradition that has been passed down for generations. Guest will have time to purchase the
product.
 
Next, proceed to the Royal Temple in Mengwi, once the centre of a powerful kingdom.
 
Pura Taman Ayun
This amazing, 17th-century temple complex served as the family temple of the Mengwi Dynasty, whose kingdom survived until the late-1800s.
Mengwi's main attraction, the temple is adorned with a wide moat, exquisite wooden shrines and beautifully carved gates.
 
Following your visit, your journey continues with a drive toward the Southwest Coast, Arriving at a local restaurant, stop for a buffet lunch. During
lunch enjoy a Balinese dance performance.
 
Tanah Lot
After lunch, a visit is made to Tanah Lot, Bali's most photographed temple. The black lava towers of this sacred, 16th-century temple stand on a
rocky outcrop 656 feet (200 metres) offshore. Although crossing to the temple is only possible during low tide, you can photograph it from the
opposite shore.
 
Leaving Tanah Lot, a 85-minute drive brings you to the Bali Orchid Garden, located near Sanur.
 
Bali Orchid Garden
Opened in 1999, the Bali Orchid Garden provides a relaxing, tropical haven where you can stroll amidst a wide variety of exotic flowers and
plants. However, the garden's most noteworthy exhibit is its fabulous orchid collection.
 
Following this delightful visit, your scenic journey through Bali concludes with a 1 hour return drive to the pier in Benoa.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount walking. It is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a
wheelchair. We suggest you wear light-weight clothing and comfortable shoes, and bring a sunscreen, a hat, sunglasses and a camera from
the ship.

 
DPS-C / THE ESSENCE OF BALINESE CUISINE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$169; Duration:6.00 hrs

 Capture the essence of Balinese cooking during this tour, hands-on cooking demonstration at Bali's Anika Balinese Cooking School. Bali is
known for its flavourful cuisine and attractive presentation. This outing offers a unique culinary and cultural experience led by the chef of the
school.
Departing the pier, a short drive takes you to Tuban near the main Kuta area. Tuban, with its quieter and more relaxed atmosphere, has
developed over the past few years as a prime resort area and a favourite amongst visitors. Once a fishing village with its white sand beach, Tuban
is now home to the Anika Balinese Cooking School.
 
Anika Balinese Cooking School
Fresh ingredients and local produce are the true taste of Bali. Bali cooking is a creative process that is simple and a lot of fun. Learn the
techniques and become familiar with the fresh herbs, spices, and other ingredients that make Balinese food delightfully tasty as well as nutritious
and cleansing. Explore different ways to blend and balance the varied flavours to create a stimulating array of unique tastes. Try your hand at the
Balinese mortar and pestle, blend spices, and discover how to create the delicate balance of curry or bumbu.
 
Through demonstration and hands-on experience, prepare lunch and dine together on an assortment of exquisite dishes, from satay and grilled
fish and curries to black rice pudding dessert. Afterwards, enjoy the fruits of your labour, accompanied by local beer or soft drinks.
 
The coach then returns you to the pier in Benoa.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Please note: This tour requires little walking, however there are approximaely 20 stairs to negotiate at the cooking school. It is not suitable
for guests guests utilising a wheelchair or those with limited mobility. Participation is very limited; we suggest you pre-book in advance to
avoid disappointment.

 
DPS-D / ELEPHANT SAFARI ADVENTURE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$199; Duration:8.50 hrs

 Explore Bali's pristine natural beauty from a unique perspective during this fun-filled safari adventure atop an elephant's back.
Depart the pier for a scenic drive through the verdant countryside, and past the village areas of Celuk and Taro. Stop for refreshments in the
village of Celuk where you can observe the intricate workmanship of the gold and silver workers. After continuing through landscapes of lush
greenery and rice fields, the road then climbs and descends before arriving at what is thought to be the world's best elephant park.
 
Elephant Safari Park
This beautiful park at Taro spans more than five acres (two hectares) of exotic, landscaped botanical gardens that provide an ideal home for 27
rescued Sumatran elephants. Plant species as close as possible to those found in the elephants' wild habitat are part of the landscaping. This
provides lush foliage for the park and proper nutrition for its inhabitants.
 
Nothing can quite prepare you for this rare opportunity to get up-close and personal with these gentle giants at the Elephant Safari Park. Upon
arrival, a guided walk along landscaped pathways leads you to the starting point of your elephant ride.
 
Elephant Ride
From a raised platform and assisted by professional staff, climb into the wooden seats atop the elephant's back (two guests per elephant). Your
30-minute trek travels along a forested trail, with the last part through an immense pool - an enjoyable experience for elephants and riders alike.
 
Following your elephant-back ride, there will be time for photographs and an opportunity to observe these gentle giants from up-close before
proceeding to the open-air restaurant for a buffet lunch.
 
After lunch, stroll through the garden on your way back to the exit. Stop along the way at the small museum featuring elephant memorabilia and
the only mammoth skeleton in Southeast Asia.
 
Your tour concludes with a return drive to the pier in Benoa. Enroute stop at woodcarving workshop, kemenuh village for toilet stop.
 
Please note: This tour is conducted in mini-vans, and involves a 2-2.5-hour drive to/from the Safari Park on winding roads that can be bumpy
at times. A moderate amount of walking is required and is suggested for guests who are physically fit. It is not recommended for guests with
back or neck problems, limited mobility, or those who utilise a wheelchair. We suggest you wear light-weight pants or shorts with
comfortable walking shoes, and bring sunscreen, a hat, sunglasses, and a camera from the ship.

 
DPS-E / BALINESE ARTS & CRAFTS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$89; Duration:5.50 hrs

 Explore the unique arts and crafts produced by entire villages of Balinese craftsmen during this half-day excursion to Tohpati, Celuk, Singapadu
and Kemenuh.
Tohpati Village
Depart the pier for the scenic, 45-minute drive to Tohpati Village. Upon arrival, a visit is made to a batik factory. One of the most striking things
about Bali is the rich variety of cloth and material that can be found in the many shops throughout the island. The myriad of batik clothes and
sarongs on the market are mainly imported from Java. A large proportion of woven clothing, or 'ikat', is imported from the islands of Sumba and
Flores; the beautiful 'songket' fabrics worn by Balinese dancers are prime examples. Guest will have opportunity to purchase the product.
 
Celuk Village
Next, re-board your coach and proceed for a visit to Gold and Silver Workshop at Celuk Village. The production of high-quality gold and silver
jewellery, including rings, bracelets and amulets worn for ceremonial use and special occasions, has been a tradition in Bali for many years. Upon
arrival, explore the jewellery-making process and browse the high-quality creations. Guest will have opportunity to purchase the product.
 
Singapadu Village
Next, re-board your coach and proceed for a visit to Painting Workshop at Singapadu village, noted for its painters, traditional Balinese paintings
were strictly limited to three basic kinds. Most of the paintings were narratives with mythological themes, illustrating stories from hindu epics and
literature. U nder the influence of western painters who settled in Bali in the 1930s - Balinese artist started painting single scenes instead of
narratives tales, using images from everyday life as their theme,
 
Kemenuh Village

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Your final stop is the woodcarving Workshop at Kemenuh village. Bali woodcarving was traditionally featured largely in temple and palace
architecture. It included intricately-carved demons and mythical beings that adorned pillars, door panels and window shutters to protect
buildings from evil. With the arrival of European influences, woodcarving incorporated more innovative and commercial lines. During your visit,
observe how craftsmen turn slabs of wood into intricate statues. Guest will have opportunity to purchase the product. re-board your coach and
commence the drive back to the pier.
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 164 yards (150 metres), with a few steps to negotiate to get
on/off the coach and steps at the sites visited. This tour is suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair.
Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended.

 
DPS-F / BALI QUAD BIKE DISCOVERY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$249; Duration:8.25 hrs

 Experience the panoramic natural beauty of Bali in an exciting new way during this full-day, off-road excursion.
Scenic Bali Drive and Bali Quad Discovery
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately two-hour drive to Bali Quad Discovery. En route, pass through the serene hamlets of Br. Seming,
Desa Kertha, Payangan Gianyar, magnificent Balinese villages and verdant green rice fields. Upon arrival at Bali Quad Discover, proceed to the
restaurant for a refreshment stop, then change your clothing in the changing rooms and assemble at the reception facility of Bali Quad
Discovery. Here, receive your safety and riding instructions for your quad bike and buggy car, then familiarise yourself with these vehicles during
a ride in the test-drive area. Afterward, begin your guided, off-road adventure.
 
Bamboo Forests, Rainforests and Plantations
Your route passes through a bamboo forest, rainforest, tropical plantations, small pathways, and bumpy and muddy trails. A stop is made at a
quiet hamlet. Here, you can visit a village temple and typical Balinese housing compound with its traditional architecture. Following your visit, re-
board your quad bike or buggy car, and continue riding past and through bumpy, muddy trails and the tropical rainforest. A brief refreshment
and photo stop is made at a viewpoint overlooking distant rice terraces. After re-boarding your quad bike or buggy car, and ride slowly past rice-
paddies and cacao, banana and tropical plantations. Upon completing your ride, head to the Bali Quad Discovery for a hot shower and change
of clothing, then proceed for a buffet lunch at the venue's restaurant.
 
Plantation Tours and Tastings
After lunch, re-board the coach for a leisurely drive past the villages of Negari and Singapadu-Gianyar, then continue on to the coffee
plantations. Here, take a guided walking tour of plantations growing coffee, cacao, tropical fruit and spices. Next, observe a demonstration of
the Balinese coffee-making process, then participate in a tasting of delicious, hot Bali coffee, chocolate, ginger coffee, and coconut coffee. At
the conclusion of your visit, you can browse the high-quality Luwak coffee and other products for sale, then re-board your coach and commence
the approximately one-hour drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of off-road driving and walking for approximately 437 yards (400 metres), at times over
bumpy and uneven surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the off-road vehicle, 12 steps at the Negari Plantation
and 18 steps at Bali Quad Discovery. This tour is not suitable for pregnant guests, guests with back and/or neck problems, guests who suffer
from claustrophobia, motion sickness and a fear of heights, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are
advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring a change of clothing and sun protection from
the ship. Guests must be at least five years old to participate on this tour. The maximum age to participate to this tour is 65 years old. Space
on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
DPS-N / LIFE ON THE EDGE OF UBUD DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$89; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Explore the rich cultural heritage, traditions, religion and daily life of the Balinese people during this scenic and informative, half-day sightseeing
excursion.
Benoa, Countryside Drive, Balinese House Compound
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 75-minute drive to the small village of Singapadu, and a visit to the Balinese House Compound.
Upon arrival, take a lovely, guided stroll through shaded Balinese countryside pathways leading up to one of the traditional Balinese house
compounds, a typical building utilised as a local settlement.
 
Balinese House Tour, Bedulu, Countryside Drive, Elephant Cave
During your visit, your guide explains how the Balinese live communally and harmoniously. The Balinese home is often viewed as a living
organism. Much like a human being, it has a head (the ancestral shrine), arms (the sleeping quarters and living room), and legs and feet (the
kitchen and rice granaries). This walking tour offers a unique insight into conventional Balinese life. Next, your journey continues with a
picturesque drive through the Bedulu countryside en route to a stop at the Elephant Cave, an ancient Hindu monastery. This holy shrine was built
in the early-11th-century during the reign of one of the most famous Balinese kings, Udayana, who ruled with his Javanese queen. After Udayana
died, the hermitage was restored by his famous children, Airlangga, Marakatta and Anak Wungsu.
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Guided Cave Tour, Return Drive, Benoa
Upon arrival, take a guided walking tour of the Elephant Cave, which was used by both Buddhist and Hindu monks, as well as the kings and their
descendants, likely as a place of retreat and meditation. The cave was discovered in 1923, but the rest of the compound, including the bathing
area, statues of the water spout and other statues were excavated by archaeologists in 1954. At the conclusion of your memorable visit, re-board
the coach and commence the 1.75-hour drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 470 yards (about 430 metres), at time over uneven and
natural surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the bus, five steps at the Balinese House Compound and 60 steps at
the Elephant Cave. This tour is not suitable for guests prone to motion sickness, guests suffering from claustrophobia, guests with limited
mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are
recommended. Guests must be at least six years old to participate on this tour. The total driving time between the pier and sites visited is
approximately 3.75 hours. The tour sequence may vary.

 
DPS-O / IN THE SPIRIT OF BALI DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:8.50 hrs

 Discover the local lifestyles, traditions and temples in the lush, verdant countryside and uplands of Bali during this panoramic, full-day
sightseeing excursion.
Benoa, Mengwi Pass, Lukluk, Penarungan & Luwus Countrysides, Coffee Plantation Tour/Tasting
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately two-hour drive through the lush, green countrysides of Mengwi Pass, Lukluk and Penarungan en
route to Luwus, and a visit to a coffee plantation. Upon arrival, take a guided visit along shaded pathways for an up-close look at the traditional
growing and production processes. Following your tour, proceed for a tasting of different kinds of local coffee.
 
Ulun Danu Bedugul Temple, Crater-Lake
Next, re-board your coach and continue on to the Bali highland of Bedugul for a visit to the Ulun Danu Bedugul Temple. One of the magnificent
Balinese Hindu temples located on a lake at the edge of a huge crater, the Ulun Danu Bedugul Temple can be traced back to the rise of the
Mengwi Kingdom. The temple was built in the 17th century in worship of the many Hindu Trinity; Brahma, Wisnu, Ciwa and the crater-lake
Goddess, Dewi Danu. The name of the temple, Ulun Danu, is taken from the crater-lake on which the temple is built, and the temple is dedicated
to Dewi Danu. The dominant shrines here are the 'merus' (pagodas). The exquisite beauty and cool atmosphere of the Bali uplands make this
crater-lake and temple a popular, and frequently photographed, sightseeing and recreation spot.
 
Lunch, Tohpati Village, Batik Processing Centre, Batik Fabric-Making Demonstration
Following your visit, re-board your coach and proceed for lunch at a local restaurant. After lunch, re-board your coach and head to your final
stop, the small village of Tohpati, for a visit to the Batik Processing Centre. Upon arrival at this workshop setting, observe from up-close a
demonstration of the traditional techniques utilised in making Batik fabrics, which are made completely by hand. At the conclusion of your visit,
re-board your coach and commence the approximately one-hour drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 295 yards (about 270 metres), at time over uneven and
natural surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach, five steps at the restaurant and Batik Workshop, ten steps at the
Coffee Plantation and 20 steps at the Ulun Danu Bedugul Temple. This tour is not suitable for guests prone to motion sickness, guests with
limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection
are recommended. Guests must be at least six years old to participate on this tour. The total driving time between the pier and sites visited is
approximately 5.5 hours. The tour sequence may vary.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
DPS-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$449 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

DPS-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$599 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2
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DPS-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$599 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:4

 
 

DPS-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$699 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:4

 

December 23 2018, Sunday

Komodo - Indonesia
 

KOM-A / KOMODO - DRAGON'S LAIR DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$119; Duration:2.50 hrs

 This outing on Komodo Island offers a rare opportunity to observe the legendary Komodo dragon in the wild.
Upon tendering ashore, park rangers accompany you on a walk to the dragon-viewing area. The hike along narrow paths requires walking in
single file on compact mud or loose gravel. Watch out for roots and tree branches criss-crossing your way. The trees provide limited shade. At
the viewing point, there is time to observe the reptiles and perhaps even watch them devour some of the bait.
 
After walking back to the ranger station via the shorter route, you can learn more about the island's fearsome creatures and shop for souvenirs
before returning to the jetty and transferring back to the ship.
 
Guests not on tour may only visit the souvenir shop in the tender pier area.
 
Please note: This tour requires guests to walk to the viewing area which is a distance of approximately 1-1.5 miles (1.5-2 kilometres).
Departures may be staggered and the tour sequence reversed to avoid overcrowding. Tour timing includes the required 30-40 minute
registration process. The actual walking time varies and is approximately 40-60 minutes, depending on the pace of the group and highlights
seen on the path. Guests are advised to wear lightweight clothing with sturdy, closed-toe shoes, and bring protection from the sun. Guests
must stay with their assigned park ranger guide at all times; independent exploration of the island is strictly prohibited. Depending upon sea
conditions, coming ashore may involve negotiating a ladder from the tender up to the jetty. A minimum number of participants is required to
operate this tour. The reptiles are carnivorous and their sense of smell for blood and flesh is very sensitive guests participating on this tour
should not have any open wounds.

December 26 2018, Wednesday

Darwin - Australia
 

DRW-C / JUMPING CROCODILE CRUISE DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$109; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Join the famous jumping crocodiles cruise on the Adelaide River and visit the unique Windows on the Wetlands.
Adelaide River
Traveling by coach, you will make your way to the Adelaide River, one of eight rivers in the Top End which have large floodplains in their
catchments. These floodplains create a great expanse of coastal wetlands that are home to a great variety of unique animals and plant life. The
Northern Territory is also well known as crocodile country.
 
Jumping Crocodiles
Proceed to the Adelaide River for a cruise which brings you almost face-to-face with the famous jumping crocodiles. Keep watch for the tell-tale
ripples of an approaching reptile, camera ready in anticipation of capturing that breath-taking moment as a crocodile leaps out of the water to
almost its full body length.
Windows on the Wetlands Visitors Centre

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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At the conclusion of this truly memorable cruise, visit the Windows on the Wetlands Visitors Centre where you will have the opportunity to learn
more about life in this tropical region.
 
Your coach will then return you to the pier by way of the outer suburbs of Darwin.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach, a few steps to
embark/disembark the vessel, and a few steps to access the upper and lower decks on board the vessel. This tour is not suitable for guests
with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection
are recommended. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions.

 
DRW-E / LITCHFIELD NATIONAL PARK ADVENTURE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$169; Duration:8.00 hrs

 Travel to the beautiful and peaceful Litchfield National Park and see the termite mounds and Florence Falls on tour.
Batchelor
Depart your ship and travel south down the Stuart Highway, passing old World War II airstrips and army camps en-route to the old mining town
of Batchelor. As you travel through the township, you will hear the history from early settlement, the war years and the discovery of uranium to
the present.
 
Termite Mounds
Next visit a treeless black soil plain featuring towering magnetic anthills reaching up to 13 feet (4 metres), thus giving the appearance of a huge
graveyard.
 
Litchfield Park
Litchfield Park is a favourite among Darwin's outdoor lovers. Upon arrival at the summit of the Table Top Range, you will encounter the majestic
Florence Falls. Enjoy a splendid photo opportunities from the Florence Falls lookout.
 
Next, proceed to the Litchfield Café for a casual barbeque lunch.
 
Wangi Falls
After lunch, travel to the Wangi Falls where you will have time for pictures and perhaps a stroll through the surrounding tropical jungle.
 
Following your visit, re-board your coach for the return drive to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of activity and is recommended for those guests who are physically fit and not
recommended for guests utilising a wheelchair or with limited mobility. Flat, sturdy, closed shoes, a hat and sunglasses are recommended.
Order of sites visited may vary.

 
DRW-F / PANORAMIC DARWIN & BOTANICAL GARDENS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$69; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Discover the history and landmarks of Darwin City during this picturesque sightseeing excursion via coach.
Darwin City Tour, Notable Landmarks, USS Peary Memorial
Depart the pier for a scenic sightseeing drive through Darwin City. Along the way, learn about Darwin's military past, major events and Cyclone
Tracy, which devastated the city in 1974. In addition, pass by renowned landmarks that include East Point, the George Brown Botanic Gardens,
Parliament House and USS Peary Memorial.
 
East Point, Military Museum of the NT, George Brown Botanical Gardens, Parliament House
Next, a photo stop is made at East Point, home to the Military Museum of the Northern Territory. This area was heavily fortified during World
War II, with several large guns protecting Darwin Harbour. Afterward, re-board your coach and head to the George Brown Botanic Gardens,
which span approximately 104 acres (about 42 hectares) and are renowned for its collections of tropical species. The gardens are a cool place to
visit, with a canopy of rain trees and tall palms in the heart of Darwin. During your self-guided visit, explore the gardens at your leisure.
Afterward, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 30-minute drive back to the pier, passing by the impressive Parliament House
en route.
 
Please note: This tour requires a minimal amount of walking, and is suitable for guests with limited mobility and those who utilise a
wheelchair, able to embark/disembark the coach via steps. Walking at the Botanical Gardens is at the discretion of each guest. Guests are
advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection and a light jacket from the
ship. Guests cannot stay on the coach for extended visits to venues, as the air-conditioning on the coach does not work without the engine
running.
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DRW-I / TERRITORY WILDLIFE PARK DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$109; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Explore the diverse wildlife and habitats of the Northern Territory during this fun-filled, half-day excursion to the Territory Wildlife Park.
Darwin, Territory Wildlife Park, Guided Walking Tour, Tree-Top Aviaries, Lagoon
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately one-hour drive to Darwin's Territory Wildlife Park. Upon arrival, the park ranger takes you on an
exclusive, guided tour of the park's Nocturnal House for a look at the creatures of the night. Explore the different habitats and ecosystems of
northern Australia, discover the nocturnal animals that inhabit this area and feel free to ask questions along the way. Many of the animals here
are not found in zoos or wildlife parks anywhere else in the world.
 
Aquarium, Flora and Fauna, Whip Rays, Giant Barramundi, Saltwater Crocodile
Next, experience the watery depths of the park's Aquarium. Your journey of discovery starts in the small rock pools of sandstone escarpment
country, and showcases the unique flora and fauna that is found in this harsh environment. Travel down streams and tributaries into the big
northern Australian rivers. Here, walk under a 'river' where freshwater whip rays and giant barramundi swim overhead. In addition, meet the
park's large, saltwater crocodile, 'Graham', and see the coral and fish that live offshore. Following your tour, some free time is made available for
independent exploration. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately one-hour drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.3-0.6 miles (about 500 metres - 1 kilometre), at times over
uneven surfaces and inclines, with three-four steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. This tour is suitable for guests with limited mobility,
but is not wheelchair-accessible. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring
sun protection and a light jacket from the ship. Guests cannot stay on the coach for extended visits to venues, as the air-conditioning on the
coach does not work without the engine running. The park's Aquarium and Nocturnal House are air-conditioned. The tour sequence may
vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

December 30 2018, Sunday

Cairns - Australia
 

CNS-A / KURANDA, SKYRAIL AND RAINFOREST DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$199; Duration:6.00 hrs

 Board your air-conditioned coach on the pier for the drive to the Freshwater Railway Station. Upon boarding the Kuranda Scenic Railway in
Heritage Class, the journey through the rainforest begins, and gets steeper as the train pulls the cars up an incline finally reaching 1,100 feet (335
metres) above sea level. You will pass waterfalls and colourful vegetation, cross 40 bridges and move through 15 tunnels before reaching the
Kuranda Railway Station for over 2 hours free time to explore the village.
Kuranda Village
A delightful village nestled in the heart of the rainforest. Established as a railway station in the mid 1800's when logging and mining were large
industries on the Atherton Tablelands, Kuranda became known as a place to stock up on goods and also where one could enjoy some culture
and sophistication at one of the local hotels. Today, this colourful township is a haven for markets, cafés and restaurants. After a brief overview of
the town, you will have some free time to further explore on your own. No doubt you will want to take the opportunity to browse the shops for
local artwork, crafts, opals or aboriginal souvenirs while you are here.
 
Skyrail
You will return to Cairns on the breath-taking Skyrail. Spanning approximately 4.5 miles (7.2 km) over pristine rainforest, Skyrail allows you to
explore the wonders of this ancient tropical rainforest and learn about one of the most botanically fascinating and diverse areas on earth. Gliding
just a few feet above the rainforest canopy, the Skyrail journey immerses you in an intimate rainforest experience where you will see, smell and
become part of the tropical rainforest environment. Your Skyrail adventure includes time at two mid-stations where you can learn more about this
mesmerising environment from the forest floor. The easy access walkways at Barron Falls station take you on three separate lookouts where you
will be treated to stunning views of Barron Gorge and Barron Falls.
 
Rejoin your coach and be transferred to your ship.
 
Please note: A moderate amount of walking is required and unpaved, uneven ground may be encountered. This tour is not suitable for guests
who utilise a wheelchair. The Kuranda Scenic Railway is rustic and is not equipped with air-conditioning. The itinerary may be reversed due to
the train schedule. Lunch will be at your own expense. Order of sites visited may vary for operational reasons. Please note that temperatures
at this time of the year can get very high and rain showers should also be anticipated.
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CNS-C / SPECTACULAR REEF & RAINFOREST OVERFLIGHT DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$599; Duration:2.00 hrs

 This Reef and Rainforest scenic flight showcases the very best that Cairns has to offer. The flight lasts approximately 60 minutes during which
time you will cover over 120km (75 miles) of spectacular tropical land and sea environment.
Cairns City
After your transfer to the heliport, you will board your aircraft and fly over Cairns city, the lagoon, the marina, and the surrounding suburbs from a
truly unique perspective as you climb to 2,500 feet (762 metres).
 
Rainforest
View Copperlode Dam, Redlynch Valley, Stoney Creek, the Barron Gorge and Kuranda from the air.
 
Great Barrier Reef
Explore the World Heritage-listed Great Barrier Reef, which stretches for more than 1,243 miles (2,000 kilometres) along the Queensland
coastline from your helicopter and view the spectacular Upolo Reef, Vlassof Reef, Middle Cay, Arlington Reef and Green Island.
 
After this amazing and unique flight experience you will be returned to the pier and your ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of activity. Seating on the helicopter is at the discretion of the pilot, based on weight and
balance of the aircraft (window seat cannot be guaranteed). The helicopter has a maximum internal payload that must be adhered to,
therefore all guest weights must be advised a minimum of 72 hours prior to tour departure.Flight route may vary and the tour's operation is
subject to favourable weather conditions. Although little walking is required, some agility is required to get in and out of the aircraft. Guests
should be comfortable flying in a light weight aircraft and not suffer from motion sickness. This tour has very limited space and we suggest
you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
CNS-E / WHITE WATER RAFTING DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$159; Duration:3.50 hrs

 The beautiful Barron Gorge National Park is only minutes from the centre of Cairns. The Barron River half day tour is a fantastic introduction to
White Water Rafting, it's fun, exciting and exhilarating for all the family. Let the guides entertain you on this spectacular river offering guaranteed
water levels year round, no experience is necessary to raft these rapids.
Cairns City
Depart the cruise terminal for a short 20 minute ride to the Barron River. Receive a safety briefing and then prepare for your white water rafting
adventure.
 
Barron River
The Barron River is the closest rafting river to Cairns, and perfect for first timers or those looking for a fun afternoon. This heart thumping ride
spears through The Barron Gorge National Park and the World Heritage-listed Wet Tropics. Enjoy the ethereal beauty of the world's oldest
rainforest from a unique waterline perspective.
 
After your day of rafting adventure you will be returned to the pier and your ship.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of activity for approximately1 hour and 30 minutes and is recommended for guests in
good physical condition. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or guests who utilise a wheelchair or with back or neck
problems or who are pregnant. We recommend guests wear swimwear under your clothes, bring a change of clothes, a towel, and wear lace
up shoes or reef sandals that can get wet (shoes for rent are available at an additional cost of AUD $5.00 at time of printing, and is payable in
cash directly to the vendor), and leave any valuables at the ship. Minimum age to participate is 12 years old. This tour is not exclusive to
Silversea.

 
CNS-F / STEP BACK IN TIME: CAIRNS WALKING TOUR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:2.00 hrs

 Discover the colourful background of this tropical city in Queensland's north on this 2 hour walking tour through Cairns city streets.
Meet your knowledge local guide and depart the pier for a leisurely walk through the town concluding at the Cairns Museum.
 
Cairns City
Cairns is only 140 years old and the first Europeans and Chinese came to the area in the rush for gold. The fortune hunters braved the crocodile
infested waters, the dense rainforests, the heavy monsoonal rains, the stingers and the heat, to build what is still the last city on the road going
north from Sydney. To this day the Yirrganydji and the Yidinji Aboriginal people walked this land.
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The Cairns of today is a chic tourism town with cafes and shops, your guide will point out the historic buildings, natural sights and the special
places that have created this tropical paradise.
 
Cairns Museum
The walk will bring you to the newly re-opened Cairns Museum where your guide will give you a 30 minute guided tour through the exhibits. The
museum has amazing stories to share about living in the tropics through a collection of objects, photographs and archival records. You will learn
of stories of heat, sweat and hard work, of cane, railways, rainforests and reefs. As well as discovering the history of white Australia, Aboriginal
resistance and European isolation.
 
The tour will conclude at the museum where you may stay and explore then take a short walk back to the ship at your leisure.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 2.7 kilometres (1.7 miles). There will be seating available at
regular intervals; however guests should be capable of comfortably walking the entire distance. This tour is not suitable for guests with
limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. The terrain is mostly flat, paved or a wooden boardwalk; however some natural and uneven
ground may be encountered. We recommend guests wear light comfortable clothing and comfortable walking shoes, sun protection, a hat
and sunglasses. Tour includes admission into the Cairns Museum. The tour concludes at the Cairns Museum which is located approximately
900 metres (0.6 miles) from the pier. Guests are to walk back to the ship at their leisure. Please note that temperatures at this time of the
year can get very high and rain showers should also be anticipated.

 
CNS-G / KURANDA ON YOUR OWN DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Journey to the tablelands of Cairns for a self-guided, half-day excursion to the exquisite rainforest village of Kuranda.
Tablelands, Rainforest, Kuranda
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 40-minute drive though the lush, tropical greenery and tablelands of Cairns en route to idyllic
Kuranda. Known as the 'Village in the Rainforest', Kuranda has been attracting visitors and inspiring artists for well over a century. Over time,
artists who were attracted to the region's scenic splendour have ended up calling it home, thereby creating a vibrant arts-and-crafts culture.
 
Free Time, Sightseeing, Local Market, Shopping, Cafés and Pubs
During your self-guided walking tour of Kuranda, you can marvel at the stunning natural beauty of your surrounds, browse the local market for
souvenirs, gifts, and arts and crafts, and/or simple kick back and relax with a leisurely meal and drink at your own expense at one of the Kuranda's
many cafés or pubs. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 40-minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking, at times over uneven surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to
get on/off the coach and 15-20 steps at the sites visited. Walking in Kuranda is at the discretion of each guest. This tour is suitable for guests
with limited mobility, but is not wheelchair-accessible. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun
protection are recommended. The tour sequence may vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid
disappointment.

 
CNS-H / SCENERY AND HISTORY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Discover the splendid beauty and history of Cairns during this picturesque, half-day sightseeing excursion.
Botanical Gardens, Palm Cove
Depart the pier for the short drive to the Botanical Gardens. Upon arrival, take a guided walking tour of this tropical paradise, renowned as one
of the best exhibitions of tropical plants in Australia. Following your visit, re-board your coach and continue on to Palm Cove for a stop in this
unique and idyllic seaside village.
 
Cairns Museum
Leaving Palm Cove, re-board your coach and proceed to the fascinating Cairns Museum for an exclusive museum tour led by a knowledgeable
museum curator. Along the way, see and hear stories of the heat, sweat, and hard work that went into establishing and living in this tropical
outpost, and gain an unique insight into the little-known stories about the history of Cairns and Far North Queensland. At the conclusion of your
visit, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.93 miles-1.24 miles (about 1.5-kilometres-two kilometres),
at times over uneven surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and 15-20 steps at the sites visited. This tour
is not suitable for guests with limited mobility, however the sites visited are wheelchair accessible. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with
flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. The tour sequence may vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we
suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.
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CNS-I / DAINTREE NATIONAL PARK AND RAINFOREST DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$299; Duration:8.50 hrs

 Explore the Aboriginal culture amidst the pristine natural beauty of Daintree National Park during this memorable, full-day sightseeing excursion.
Port Douglas, Cooya Beach, Coastal Walking Tour, Mangroves
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.5-hour drive north of Port Douglas en route to Cooya Beach. Upon arrival, you are greeted by the
Kubirri Warra brothers and escorted on an approximately two-hour walking tour across the golden sands of one Queensland's most striking
tropical coastlines. Along the way, the brothers show you how to hunt and gather along the mangroves, and experience the magic of rich cultural
traditions. In addition, learn about the local 'bush tucker' (food) and tribal medicines, and sample traditional homemade damper bread.
 
Mossman Gorge, Smoking Ceremony, Lunch, Art Gallery
Next, re-board your coach and head to Mossman Gorge. Upon arrival, you are greeted with a traditional smoking ceremony, which is conducted
by the Aboriginal people to welcome you to their land. This ceremony of spiritual cleansing serves to ward off evil spirits, and to ensure that you
are accepted and honoured whilst on the traditional land of the Kuku Yalanji people. In this beautiful, ancient rainforest, immerse yourself into
this lovely corner of North Queensland with the people who have been its custodians for thousands of years. Following the smoking ceremony,
proceed for a local lunch amidst the beauty of the Mossman Gorge at the edge of the rainforest. After lunch, some free time is made available to
explore the gallery, which is filled with artwork from prominent and emerging local artists of the area.
 
Rainforest Walk, Waterfalls, Mountain Ranges
Your tour continues with a guided stroll through the lush rainforest of Daintree National Park, an UNESCO World Heritage Site. Your easy walk
crosses the boardwalks, tracks and bridges that protect the delicate ecosystem existing within the spectacular waterfalls and mountain ranges. At
the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 1.5-hour drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 4.3 miles-five miles (about seven kilometres-eight
kilometres), at times over uneven, sandy, muddy, slippery, and natural surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the
coach and five-ten steps at the sites visited. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair.
Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection, a towel, swimsuit,
and change of clothing from the ship. The distance between the pier and Daintree National Park is approximately 1.5 hours in each direction.
This tour does not operate on holidays. The tour sequence may vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to
avoid disappointment.

 
CNS-J / TJAPUKAI EVENING EXPERIENCE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$149; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Embrace the rich and ancient Aboriginal culture during this scenic and informative, half-day evening excursion to the Tjapukai Cultural Park.
Tjapukai Cultural Park, Dancing Performance and Fire-Making Ceremony
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 30-minute drive to the Tjapukai Cultural Park. Upon arrival, your introduction to Aboriginal culture
begins with welcome drinks and canapes, followed by a lively Tjapukai dancing performance and fire-making ceremony.
 
Corroboree, Dreamtime Stories, Ceremonial Fire-Lighting, Flametree Bar and Grill, Buffet Dinner
Next, you are escorted to a corroboree celebrating Aboriginal dreamtime stories, then experience the lighting of a ceremonial fire. Afterward,
savour typical Australian foods infused with Aboriginal flavours during a buffer dinner at the Flametree Bar and Grill. Following your fireside
farewell, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 30-minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 273 yards-547 yards (about 250 metres-500 metres), at times
over uneven surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and five steps at the sites visited. This tour is not
suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing
with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection, a towel and change of clothing from the ship. Guests must be at least 18 years
old to be served alcoholic beverages. The tour sequence may vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to
avoid disappointment.

 
CNS-K / GREAT BARRIER REEF ADVENTURE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$299; Duration:8.75 hrs

 Experience one of the great natural wonders of the world and an UNESCO World Heritage Site all-in-one during this panoramic, full-day
catamaran excursion to the Great Barrier Reef.
A short walk from the dockside will take you to your luxury fast catamaran and awaiting crew. This journey is unique, as the vessel will anchor at a
mooring on the outer reef for your enjoyment alone.
Catamaran-Ride, Great Barrier Reef

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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Depart the pier aboard a luxury catamaran for the scenic, approximately 90 minutes ride to the Great Barrier Reef, one of the great natural
wonders of the world and an UNESCO World Heritage Site. The Great Barrier Reef is the world's largest coral reef, and home to an abundance
of fish and marine life species. It is comprised of over 3,000 individual reef systems and coral cays, as well as hundreds of picturesque tropical
islands.
The complete reef experience offers almost 5 hours at a private patch of reef. This journey is unique, as the vessel will anchor at a mooring on
the outer reef for your enjoyment alone. Sites have been selected for their superior water clarity, coral quality and overall diversity of marine life.
You will have the opportunity to swim and snorkel in this pristine area of the outer reef.
Swimming, Snorkelling, Coral Reefs, Colourful Fish, Marine Life, Buffet Lunch
Upon arrival at the Great Barrier Reef, approximately five hours are made available to enjoy your surrounds. Optional scuba-diving and private
snorkelling tours are also available. Refreshments and a licensed bar are available on the air-conditioned vessel. Morning and afternoon tea plus
an extensive tropical buffet lunch are also included in the day. The Coral and Marine Life is located just meters away from the platform, making it
suitable for all age groups and swimming abilities from the novice snorkeler to the most discerning diver.
On return to Cairns, it's a short walk back to your ship.
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of boating and a moderate amount of walking for approximately 800 meters (2624 feet)
with a few steps to negotiate to embark/disembark the boat (the vessel is at a floating pontoon; depending upon tidal conditions, the
gangway can be steep), five steps to manoeuvre in/out of the boat, and 12 steps between the upper and lower decks. This tour is
recommended for guests who are in good physical condition, and can swim in water too deep too stand. This tour is not suitable for guest
with neck and/or back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests prone to seasickness, guests with limited mobility,
and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with beach or water shoes, and bring sun
protection and a towel from the ship. Masks, snorkels and fins are provided; however, guests may wish to bring their own equipment. Scuba
diving costs are $139.00 for an introductory dive, and $99.00 for certified dives (prices are subject to change). Payment by AUD$ in cash,
and/or Visa or Mastercard. Please bring local currency for any additional purchases. There are changing facilities on board the boat.
Waterproof cameras are highly recommended. The sailing distance between the pier and Great Barrier Reef is approximately 90 minutes in
each direction and may involve some rolling and pitching with natural sea conditions. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour,
fish and marine life sightings are not guaranteed. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to
weather conditions. A minimum number of participants is required for this excursion to operate.It is recommended that guests should not
consume alcoholic beverages prior to any water activities.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
CNS-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$649 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

CNS-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1149 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

CNS-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$799 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:5

 
 

CNS-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1299 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:5

 

December 31 2018, Monday

Cairns - Australia

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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CNS-A / KURANDA, SKYRAIL AND RAINFOREST DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$199; Duration:6.00 hrs

 Board your air-conditioned coach on the pier for the drive to the Freshwater Railway Station. Upon boarding the Kuranda Scenic Railway in
Heritage Class, the journey through the rainforest begins, and gets steeper as the train pulls the cars up an incline finally reaching 1,100 feet (335
metres) above sea level. You will pass waterfalls and colourful vegetation, cross 40 bridges and move through 15 tunnels before reaching the
Kuranda Railway Station for over 2 hours free time to explore the village.
Kuranda Village
A delightful village nestled in the heart of the rainforest. Established as a railway station in the mid 1800's when logging and mining were large
industries on the Atherton Tablelands, Kuranda became known as a place to stock up on goods and also where one could enjoy some culture
and sophistication at one of the local hotels. Today, this colourful township is a haven for markets, cafés and restaurants. After a brief overview of
the town, you will have some free time to further explore on your own. No doubt you will want to take the opportunity to browse the shops for
local artwork, crafts, opals or aboriginal souvenirs while you are here.
 
Skyrail
You will return to Cairns on the breath-taking Skyrail. Spanning approximately 4.5 miles (7.2 km) over pristine rainforest, Skyrail allows you to
explore the wonders of this ancient tropical rainforest and learn about one of the most botanically fascinating and diverse areas on earth. Gliding
just a few feet above the rainforest canopy, the Skyrail journey immerses you in an intimate rainforest experience where you will see, smell and
become part of the tropical rainforest environment. Your Skyrail adventure includes time at two mid-stations where you can learn more about this
mesmerising environment from the forest floor. The easy access walkways at Barron Falls station take you on three separate lookouts where you
will be treated to stunning views of Barron Gorge and Barron Falls.
 
Rejoin your coach and be transferred to your ship.
 
Please note: A moderate amount of walking is required and unpaved, uneven ground may be encountered. This tour is not suitable for guests
who utilise a wheelchair. The Kuranda Scenic Railway is rustic and is not equipped with air-conditioning. The itinerary may be reversed due to
the train schedule. Lunch will be at your own expense. Order of sites visited may vary for operational reasons. Please note that temperatures
at this time of the year can get very high and rain showers should also be anticipated.

 
CNS-C / SPECTACULAR REEF & RAINFOREST OVERFLIGHT DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$599; Duration:2.00 hrs

 This Reef and Rainforest scenic flight showcases the very best that Cairns has to offer. The flight lasts approximately 60 minutes during which
time you will cover over 120km (75 miles) of spectacular tropical land and sea environment.
Cairns City
After your transfer to the heliport, you will board your aircraft and fly over Cairns city, the lagoon, the marina, and the surrounding suburbs from a
truly unique perspective as you climb to 2,500 feet (762 metres).
 
Rainforest
View Copperlode Dam, Redlynch Valley, Stoney Creek, the Barron Gorge and Kuranda from the air.
 
Great Barrier Reef
Explore the World Heritage-listed Great Barrier Reef, which stretches for more than 1,243 miles (2,000 kilometres) along the Queensland
coastline from your helicopter and view the spectacular Upolo Reef, Vlassof Reef, Middle Cay, Arlington Reef and Green Island.
 
After this amazing and unique flight experience you will be returned to the pier and your ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of activity. Seating on the helicopter is at the discretion of the pilot, based on weight and
balance of the aircraft (window seat cannot be guaranteed). The helicopter has a maximum internal payload that must be adhered to,
therefore all guest weights must be advised a minimum of 72 hours prior to tour departure.Flight route may vary and the tour's operation is
subject to favourable weather conditions. Although little walking is required, some agility is required to get in and out of the aircraft. Guests
should be comfortable flying in a light weight aircraft and not suffer from motion sickness. This tour has very limited space and we suggest
you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
CNS-E / WHITE WATER RAFTING DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$159; Duration:3.50 hrs

 The beautiful Barron Gorge National Park is only minutes from the centre of Cairns. The Barron River half day tour is a fantastic introduction to
White Water Rafting, it's fun, exciting and exhilarating for all the family. Let the guides entertain you on this spectacular river offering guaranteed
water levels year round, no experience is necessary to raft these rapids.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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Cairns City
Depart the cruise terminal for a short 20 minute ride to the Barron River. Receive a safety briefing and then prepare for your white water rafting
adventure.
 
Barron River
The Barron River is the closest rafting river to Cairns, and perfect for first timers or those looking for a fun afternoon. This heart thumping ride
spears through The Barron Gorge National Park and the World Heritage-listed Wet Tropics. Enjoy the ethereal beauty of the world's oldest
rainforest from a unique waterline perspective.
 
After your day of rafting adventure you will be returned to the pier and your ship.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of activity for approximately1 hour and 30 minutes and is recommended for guests in
good physical condition. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or guests who utilise a wheelchair or with back or neck
problems or who are pregnant. We recommend guests wear swimwear under your clothes, bring a change of clothes, a towel, and wear lace
up shoes or reef sandals that can get wet (shoes for rent are available at an additional cost of AUD $5.00 at time of printing, and is payable in
cash directly to the vendor), and leave any valuables at the ship. Minimum age to participate is 12 years old. This tour is not exclusive to
Silversea.

 
CNS-F / STEP BACK IN TIME: CAIRNS WALKING TOUR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:2.00 hrs

 Discover the colourful background of this tropical city in Queensland's north on this 2 hour walking tour through Cairns city streets.
Meet your knowledge local guide and depart the pier for a leisurely walk through the town concluding at the Cairns Museum.
 
Cairns City
Cairns is only 140 years old and the first Europeans and Chinese came to the area in the rush for gold. The fortune hunters braved the crocodile
infested waters, the dense rainforests, the heavy monsoonal rains, the stingers and the heat, to build what is still the last city on the road going
north from Sydney. To this day the Yirrganydji and the Yidinji Aboriginal people walked this land.
 
The Cairns of today is a chic tourism town with cafes and shops, your guide will point out the historic buildings, natural sights and the special
places that have created this tropical paradise.
 
Cairns Museum
The walk will bring you to the newly re-opened Cairns Museum where your guide will give you a 30 minute guided tour through the exhibits. The
museum has amazing stories to share about living in the tropics through a collection of objects, photographs and archival records. You will learn
of stories of heat, sweat and hard work, of cane, railways, rainforests and reefs. As well as discovering the history of white Australia, Aboriginal
resistance and European isolation.
 
The tour will conclude at the museum where you may stay and explore then take a short walk back to the ship at your leisure.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 2.7 kilometres (1.7 miles). There will be seating available at
regular intervals; however guests should be capable of comfortably walking the entire distance. This tour is not suitable for guests with
limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. The terrain is mostly flat, paved or a wooden boardwalk; however some natural and uneven
ground may be encountered. We recommend guests wear light comfortable clothing and comfortable walking shoes, sun protection, a hat
and sunglasses. Tour includes admission into the Cairns Museum. The tour concludes at the Cairns Museum which is located approximately
900 metres (0.6 miles) from the pier. Guests are to walk back to the ship at their leisure. Please note that temperatures at this time of the
year can get very high and rain showers should also be anticipated.

 
CNS-G / KURANDA ON YOUR OWN DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Journey to the tablelands of Cairns for a self-guided, half-day excursion to the exquisite rainforest village of Kuranda.
Tablelands, Rainforest, Kuranda
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 40-minute drive though the lush, tropical greenery and tablelands of Cairns en route to idyllic
Kuranda. Known as the 'Village in the Rainforest', Kuranda has been attracting visitors and inspiring artists for well over a century. Over time,
artists who were attracted to the region's scenic splendour have ended up calling it home, thereby creating a vibrant arts-and-crafts culture.
 
Free Time, Sightseeing, Local Market, Shopping, Cafés and Pubs
During your self-guided walking tour of Kuranda, you can marvel at the stunning natural beauty of your surrounds, browse the local market for
souvenirs, gifts, and arts and crafts, and/or simple kick back and relax with a leisurely meal and drink at your own expense at one of the Kuranda's
many cafés or pubs. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 40-minute drive back to the pier.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking, at times over uneven surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to
get on/off the coach and 15-20 steps at the sites visited. Walking in Kuranda is at the discretion of each guest. This tour is suitable for guests
with limited mobility, but is not wheelchair-accessible. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun
protection are recommended. The tour sequence may vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid
disappointment.

 
CNS-H / SCENERY AND HISTORY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Discover the splendid beauty and history of Cairns during this picturesque, half-day sightseeing excursion.
Botanical Gardens, Palm Cove
Depart the pier for the short drive to the Botanical Gardens. Upon arrival, take a guided walking tour of this tropical paradise, renowned as one
of the best exhibitions of tropical plants in Australia. Following your visit, re-board your coach and continue on to Palm Cove for a stop in this
unique and idyllic seaside village.
 
Cairns Museum
Leaving Palm Cove, re-board your coach and proceed to the fascinating Cairns Museum for an exclusive museum tour led by a knowledgeable
museum curator. Along the way, see and hear stories of the heat, sweat, and hard work that went into establishing and living in this tropical
outpost, and gain an unique insight into the little-known stories about the history of Cairns and Far North Queensland. At the conclusion of your
visit, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.93 miles-1.24 miles (about 1.5-kilometres-two kilometres),
at times over uneven surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and 15-20 steps at the sites visited. This tour
is not suitable for guests with limited mobility, however the sites visited are wheelchair accessible. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with
flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. The tour sequence may vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we
suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
CNS-I / DAINTREE NATIONAL PARK AND RAINFOREST DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$299; Duration:8.50 hrs

 Explore the Aboriginal culture amidst the pristine natural beauty of Daintree National Park during this memorable, full-day sightseeing excursion.
Port Douglas, Cooya Beach, Coastal Walking Tour, Mangroves
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.5-hour drive north of Port Douglas en route to Cooya Beach. Upon arrival, you are greeted by the
Kubirri Warra brothers and escorted on an approximately two-hour walking tour across the golden sands of one Queensland's most striking
tropical coastlines. Along the way, the brothers show you how to hunt and gather along the mangroves, and experience the magic of rich cultural
traditions. In addition, learn about the local 'bush tucker' (food) and tribal medicines, and sample traditional homemade damper bread.
 
Mossman Gorge, Smoking Ceremony, Lunch, Art Gallery
Next, re-board your coach and head to Mossman Gorge. Upon arrival, you are greeted with a traditional smoking ceremony, which is conducted
by the Aboriginal people to welcome you to their land. This ceremony of spiritual cleansing serves to ward off evil spirits, and to ensure that you
are accepted and honoured whilst on the traditional land of the Kuku Yalanji people. In this beautiful, ancient rainforest, immerse yourself into
this lovely corner of North Queensland with the people who have been its custodians for thousands of years. Following the smoking ceremony,
proceed for a local lunch amidst the beauty of the Mossman Gorge at the edge of the rainforest. After lunch, some free time is made available to
explore the gallery, which is filled with artwork from prominent and emerging local artists of the area.
 
Rainforest Walk, Waterfalls, Mountain Ranges
Your tour continues with a guided stroll through the lush rainforest of Daintree National Park, an UNESCO World Heritage Site. Your easy walk
crosses the boardwalks, tracks and bridges that protect the delicate ecosystem existing within the spectacular waterfalls and mountain ranges. At
the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 1.5-hour drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 4.3 miles-five miles (about seven kilometres-eight
kilometres), at times over uneven, sandy, muddy, slippery, and natural surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the
coach and five-ten steps at the sites visited. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair.
Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection, a towel, swimsuit,
and change of clothing from the ship. The distance between the pier and Daintree National Park is approximately 1.5 hours in each direction.
This tour does not operate on holidays. The tour sequence may vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to
avoid disappointment.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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CNS-K / GREAT BARRIER REEF ADVENTURE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$299; Duration:8.75 hrs

 Experience one of the great natural wonders of the world and an UNESCO World Heritage Site all-in-one during this panoramic, full-day
catamaran excursion to the Great Barrier Reef.
A short walk from the dockside will take you to your luxury fast catamaran and awaiting crew. This journey is unique, as the vessel will anchor at a
mooring on the outer reef for your enjoyment alone.
Catamaran-Ride, Great Barrier Reef
Depart the pier aboard a luxury catamaran for the scenic, approximately 90 minutes ride to the Great Barrier Reef, one of the great natural
wonders of the world and an UNESCO World Heritage Site. The Great Barrier Reef is the world's largest coral reef, and home to an abundance
of fish and marine life species. It is comprised of over 3,000 individual reef systems and coral cays, as well as hundreds of picturesque tropical
islands.
The complete reef experience offers almost 5 hours at a private patch of reef. This journey is unique, as the vessel will anchor at a mooring on
the outer reef for your enjoyment alone. Sites have been selected for their superior water clarity, coral quality and overall diversity of marine life.
You will have the opportunity to swim and snorkel in this pristine area of the outer reef.
Swimming, Snorkelling, Coral Reefs, Colourful Fish, Marine Life, Buffet Lunch
Upon arrival at the Great Barrier Reef, approximately five hours are made available to enjoy your surrounds. Optional scuba-diving and private
snorkelling tours are also available. Refreshments and a licensed bar are available on the air-conditioned vessel. Morning and afternoon tea plus
an extensive tropical buffet lunch are also included in the day. The Coral and Marine Life is located just meters away from the platform, making it
suitable for all age groups and swimming abilities from the novice snorkeler to the most discerning diver.
On return to Cairns, it's a short walk back to your ship.
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of boating and a moderate amount of walking for approximately 800 meters (2624 feet)
with a few steps to negotiate to embark/disembark the boat (the vessel is at a floating pontoon; depending upon tidal conditions, the
gangway can be steep), five steps to manoeuvre in/out of the boat, and 12 steps between the upper and lower decks. This tour is
recommended for guests who are in good physical condition, and can swim in water too deep too stand. This tour is not suitable for guest
with neck and/or back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests prone to seasickness, guests with limited mobility,
and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with beach or water shoes, and bring sun
protection and a towel from the ship. Masks, snorkels and fins are provided; however, guests may wish to bring their own equipment. Scuba
diving costs are $139.00 for an introductory dive, and $99.00 for certified dives (prices are subject to change). Payment by AUD$ in cash,
and/or Visa or Mastercard. Please bring local currency for any additional purchases. There are changing facilities on board the boat.
Waterproof cameras are highly recommended. The sailing distance between the pier and Great Barrier Reef is approximately 90 minutes in
each direction and may involve some rolling and pitching with natural sea conditions. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour,
fish and marine life sightings are not guaranteed. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to
weather conditions. A minimum number of participants is required for this excursion to operate.It is recommended that guests should not
consume alcoholic beverages prior to any water activities.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
CNS-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$649 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

CNS-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1149 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

CNS-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$799 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:5

 

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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CNS-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$1299 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:5

 

January 01 2019, Tuesday

Townsville - Australia
 

TSV-A / TOWNSVILLE & BILLABONG SANCTUARY DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$99; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Learn about a variety of Australia's native animals during this popular half-day outing. In addition, a short tour of the city will include many of
Townsville's landmark sights such as the Strand Beachfront Promenade, museum, casino and a drive along historic Flinders Street.
Billabong Sanctuary
Departing the pier, begin with a 10-mile (16-km) drive south of Townsville. Nestled in the hills of the Mutatunga Range and set among rainforest,
wetlands and eucalyptus trees, the Billabong Sanctuary provides an ideal environment for wildlife and is a popular spot for local families. Upon
arrival, you are greeted by the park ranger who will provide a brief overview. Strolling along the pathways, you may see kookaburras, dingos,
Australian black swans, cassowary, cockatoos, birds of prey and other native animals. Take the opportunity to hand feed the free roaming
kangaroos and see Australia's menacing crocodiles have a meal.
 
Your time in the park is unstructured. A close-up encounter with the cuddly koalas and unusual wombats will make for great souvenir photo.
Explore different habitats at your own pace, stop for a drink, and venture into the on-site souvenir shop if you wish, before regrouping to board
the coach.
 
Your tour concludes with the drive back to Townsville and some additional sightseeing en route to the port.
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking, approximately 800 yards (731 metres) on packed-earth paths and sloping
grounds. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with closed-toe walking shoes. We recommend sunscreen, a hat and
sunglasses as well. Most exhibits do have wheelchair access; however, guests must be able to embark and disembark the coach via steps.
Space is extremely limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment. The order of sites visited may vary.

 
TSV-B / CITY & REEF WONDERLAND DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Discover the city's highlights including a stunning photo stop at Castle Hill and journey to Townsville's popular Reef HQ. As the National Reef
Education Centre for the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Reef HQ Aquarium will open your eyes to an amazing world filled with
thousands of charismatic marine creatures.
Castle Hill
Experience some of the city's highlights including a breath-taking photo stop atop Castle Hill. Rising nearly 1,000 feet above the city, this massive
pink granite monolith features 360-degree views of Townsville, the surrounding countryside and Magnetic Island in the distance. The Hill's
vantage point was used by visiting American soldiers during WWII; an observation bunker sits on one corner of the hill which also boasts public
amenities.
 
Reef HQ
Continue onto Townsville's popular Reef HQ, where you will step into a world of exotic undersea wonders with a visit to the largest living coral
reef aquarium of its kind in the world. Enjoy a fascinating guided tour of this magnificent complex that includes a walk through an acrylic tunnel
offering spectacular fish-eye views of the reef. Marvel at the 130 species of coral and 120 species of vibrantly-coloured tropical fish as well as
giant clams, sea cucumbers, sea stars and other marine creatures that make their home in this delicate eco-system. The smaller tanks and
exhibits feature extensive displays on the history and life of Australia's Great Barrier Reef, truly one of the natural wonders of the world. During
the visit to Reef HQ there will be the opportunity to discover the Turtle Hospital and have some free time. Your tour will conclude returning you
back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 2 hours at Reef HQ. This tour is not recommended for those
guests who utilise a wheelchair.Comfortable clothing and walking shoes as well as sunscreen, sunglasses and a hat are recommended. Space
is extremely limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment. The order of sites visited may vary.
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TSV-C / MAGNETIC ISLAND DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$199; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Visit Magnetic Island accompanied by local rangers who will share their knowledge and introduce you to the island's history, colorful characters
and get you up close and personal with crocodiles, wombats and have the opportunity to hold a Koala.
Cleveland Bay
Depart the pier for a brief transfer to the Fast Cat Terminal to embark the ferry across the blue waters of Cleveland Bay to visit Magnetic Island.
There you will discover the geology, history and wildlife of the area with your guide from Bungalow Bay Koala Village.
 
Magnetic Island
The stunning landscapes of this World Heritage listed island make this natural destination truly distinctive and attractive to the eco-conscious
traveler. The rocky granite headlands endemic to the area provide a basis to an array of eco-systems that merge with the 23 bays and beaches
surrounding its coastline. Although Captain Cook never even landed on Magnetic Island while sailing past on June 7th, 1770, it was the famous
incident, recorded in his journal, where the ship's magnetic compass 'would not travis well when near it' that gave the island its name. He then
named it 'Magnetical Island or Headland' as he wasn't even sure if it was an island or a peninsula.
 
Bungalow Bay Koala Village
Bungalow Bay's ranger will showcase the beauty and highlights of the island and help you to explore a hands-on experience with crocodiles,
snakes, birds and our resident Koala population within the Koala Village. Take a break at the end of your visit and have the opportunity to enjoy
afternoon tea at the Koala Village.
 
Embark the fast cat ferry for the 30 minute return ride, returning to the dock for the short transfer to the ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking, approximately 60 minutes of leisurely walking on mostly gravel and hard-
packed dirt pathways. Comfortable clothing and walking shoes as well as sunscreen, sunglasses and a hat are recommended. Space is
extremely limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment. The ferry transfer is a public scheduled ferry transfer / also tour
duration may alter to fit in with the public scheduled ferry time.

 
TSV-D / PANORAMIC TOWNSVILLE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$79; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Experience the many highlights of Townsville during this panoramic, half-day sightseeing excursion.
Townsville, Castle Hill, Foothills, Pink Granite Bluffs, Strand Foreshore
Depart the pier for the short ride to Castle Hill, an isolated granite outcrop which rises approximately 984 feet (about 300 meters) above the
central business district of Townsville. On the seaward side, the foothills lead to pink granite bluffs overlooking the Strand foreshore. Castle Hill is
one of the most distinctive natural features on the Queensland coast, and remains an imposing backdrop to the heart of Townsville, despite its
encirclement by urban development.
 
Queen's Gardens, Open Laws, Zoological Section, Formal Garden Beds, Castle Hill Backdrop
Next, re-board your coach and head to Townsville's Queens Gardens. With its formal mid-20th century design, the gardens offer a serene,
relaxing atmosphere in the warm, tropical weather. Upon arrival, take a leisurely stroll along the garden's many pathways and open lawns, and
past small zoological section and formal garden beds. Castle Hill forms a dramatic backdrop to the Queen's Gardens, complementing the
placement of trees, shrubs, and decorative plants and bedding.
 
The Strand, Townsville Beachfront, Free Time
Leaving the Queen's Gardens, re-board your coach and proceed for some free time at The Strand, Townsville beachfront. Upon arrival, you may
opt to stop by the waterfront restaurants and bars that make this area extremely popular with residents and visitors alike. At the conclusion of
your visit, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.3 miles-0.6 miles (500 metres-one kilometre), at times over
gravel and hard, packed dirt surfaces and inclines, with three-four steps to get on/off the coach. This tour is suitable for guests with limited
mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking
shoes, and bring sun protection, bottled water and an umbrella from the ship. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic
beverages. The tour sequence may vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
TSV-E / MAGNETIC ISLAND FLIGHT-SEEING DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$399; Duration:1.00 hrs

 Experience the stunning natural splendour of Magnetic Island from high above during this exhilarating flight-seeing excursion.
Townsville, Helicopter-Flight-Seeing Tour, Central Business District, The Strand, Rock Pool
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Depart the pier for the short drive to the helipad, and your awaiting helicopter. Upon arrival, receive your safety and flight instructions, then
begin your panoramic, approximately 30-minute helicopter flight-seeing adventure. After lift-off, fly over Townsville, the Central Business District
and down along The Strand. At the rock pool, your helicopter takes a right turn towards Magnetic Island.
 
Magnetic Island, Beaches, Bays, Many Peaks Range
Idyllic Magnetic Island is home to coral reefs and a national park full of wildlife. Begin your lap around the island with a splendid view of the
shipwrecked City of Adelaide and other sites that are only visible from the air. Your counter-clockwise route provides great views of all of the
island's major bays and beaches, as well as hidden areas you would hardly know existed if not for this flight. At West Point, turn back toward the
mainland and Many Peaks Range prior to landing back at the helipad. Upon arrival, de-board your helicopter, re-board your coach and
commence the short drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking, with three-four steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and board/de-board
the helicopter. This tour is suitable for guests with limited mobility, provided they can get on/off the coach and board/de-board the
helicopter without assistance. This tour is not suitable for guests with a fear of heights, guests prone to airsickness and guests who utilise a
wheelchair. Minors under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. Please be aware that weight restrictions may apply
and kindly submit your weight information to the Shore Concierge Team onboard at least 72 hours prior to flight. Due to weight and balance
limitations, as well as individual safety and comfort, seating is assigned at the pilot's discretion. A window seat cannot be guaranteed. The
total flight time is approximately 30 minutes; flight times can vary based on flight conditions. The tour sequence may vary. A signed waiver is
required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you
book in advance to avoid disappointment. Cancellation deadline for this tour is 72 hours prior to the port of call and the tour is non-
refundable after this time.

January 02 2019, Wednesday

Airlie Beach - Australia
 

ABQ-A / AIRLIE BEACH HIGHLIGHTS DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$49; Duration:2.00 hrs

 Discover the highlights of Airlie Beach during a picturesque sightseeing excursion through this tranquil beachfront suburb.
Airlie Beach, Cannonvale, Shute Harbour Lookout, Whitsunday Passage, Tropical Islands
Depart the pier for a scenic sightseeing drive through the tropical town of Airlie Beach, gateway to the Whitsundays. Your first stop is at
Cannonvale, a tranquil beachfront suburb, for a brief photo stop at a picturesque vantage point. Afterward, continue on to the Shute Harbour
Lookout, which offers spectacular panoramic views of the Whitsunday Passage and tropical islands.
 
Arlie Beach Township, Markets, Beachfront, Lagoon, Optional Shopping or Swimming
Next, re-board your coach and return to the heart of the Arlie Beach Township. Upon arrival, you may return directly to the pier, or opt to remain
in town for souvenir shopping at the Arlie Beach markets. Alternately, you may visit the beachfront or lagoon for a refreshing dip in the water to
cool off, and return to the ship on your own.
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking for approximately 219 yards (about 200 metres), at times over uneven surfaces,
with three-four steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. Walking at Arlie Beach is at the discretion of each guest. This tour is suitable for
guests with limited mobility and is also wheelchair-accessible. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-
toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection and bottled water from the ship. Guests opting to swim should wear a swimsuit under a cover-
up, and bring a towel, beach shoes and sun protection from the ship. Guests cannot stay on the coach for extended visits to venues, as the
air-conditioning on the coach does not work without the engine running. The tour sequence may vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we
suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
ABQ-B / AIRLIE’S SIGHTS, SURROUNDS AND HISTORY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Explore the gateway to the Whitsundays during this panoramic, half-day sightseeing excursion to Airlie Beach and its surrounds.
Airlie Beach, Proserpine, Historical Museum
Depart the pier for the short drive to Proserpine, the heart of the Whitsunday's agricultural region. Proserpine is an old country town with a rich
history, and a laid-back Queensland attitude. Upon arrival, head to the Proserpine Historical Museum. During your visit, see historical displays of
notable local luminaries, their military achievements and the argest example of a turned wooden bowl you are ever likely to see.
 
Whitsunday Gold Coffee Plantation, Coffee Tasting
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Next, re-board your coach and proceed to the nearby Whitsunday Gold Coffee Plantation. Upon arrival, you are introduced to the mythical art of
coffee production during a tasting of Whitsunday Gold Coffee, which is grown, harvested, roasted and ground on location at one of Australia's
most productive coffee plantations.
 
Shute Harbour Lookout, Whitsunday Passage, Tropical Islands
Your tour continues with a return to the coast and visit to the Shute Harbour Lookout, which offers spectacular panoramic views of the
Whitsunday Passage and tropical islands. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 219 yards (about 200 metres), at times over uneven surfaces,
with three-four steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. This tour is suitable for guests with limited mobility and is also wheelchair-
accessible. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection and
bottled water from the ship. Guests cannot stay on the coach for extended visits to venues, as the air-conditioning on the coach does not
work without the engine running. The tour sequence may vary. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid
disappointment.

 
ABQ-D / SNORKEL SAFARI DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$169; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Embrace your sense of adventure and the beauty of the Whitsundays during this exhilarating, half-day sailing and snorkelling excursion to Hook
Island.
Airlie Beach, Semi-RIB-Boat-Ride, Whitsunday Passage, Hook Island, Reef Snorkelling
After tendering ashore, meet your captain and embark a high-speed, semi-rigid inflatable boat for an exhilarating ride across the Whitsunday
Passage to Hook Island. Upon arrival, receive your safety and snorkelling instructions and equipment, then begin your first guided snorkelling
excursion along the island-fringing reef.
 
Bali High or the Langford Spit, Lunch, Swimming or Beach Visit
Next, embark the boat and head to your second destination, either Bali High or the Langford Spit (depending on prevailing tide and wind
conditions). Upon arrival, a cold, buffet-style lunch is served on board. After lunch, you may opt to swim in the turquoise ocean, or simply relax
on the beach and take in spectacular views of the island. At the conclusion of your visit, embark the boat and commence the short ride back to
the tender pier. Upon arrival, tender back to the ship.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of boating and a minimal amount of walking for approximately 27 yards-65 yards (about
25 metres-60 metres), with a few steps to negotiate to embark/disembark the tender boat and catamaran (the vessel is at a floating pontoon;
depending upon tidal conditions, the gangway can be steep), and two-three steps to manoeuvre in/out of the boat. Seventy percent of the
vessel has shade, providing comfort from the tropical sun. This tour is recommended for guests who are in good physical condition, and can
swim in water too deep too stand. This tour is not suitable for guest with neck and/or back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory
conditions, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with
beach or water shoes, and bring sun protection and a towel from the ship. Minors must be accompanied by a parent or guardian aged 18
years or older to participate on this tour. Snorkelling equipment is provided. There are no changing facilities on board the boat. Waterproof
cameras are highly recommended. Pending weather, the time allotted for snorkelling may be adjusted. The snorkelling location is decided on
the morning of the tour. Time in the water is optional; pending weather and snorkel location, entry to the water may be a beach or off the
side of the boat. Fish and marine life sightings are not guaranteed. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this
tour is subject to weather conditions. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
ABQ-F / SAIL THE WHITSUNDAYS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$179; Duration:6.50 hrs

 Set sail for paradise during this memorable, full-day catamaran and snorkelling excursion to the Whitsundays.
Airlie Beach, Catamaran-Ride, Whitsunday Islands National Park, Remote Bays, Islands & Beaches
After tendering ashore, embark the Camira (or similar), one of the fastest, most graceful commercial catamarans available, and set sail for
Whitsunday Islands National Park. Here, the ultimate sailing experience and world-class snorkelling combine to create a memorable day. Sit
back, relax and unwind as you glide through the turquoise waters of the Whitsundays. Soak in the sun, sea and picturesque scenery whilst
exploring the beautiful, remote bays, islands and beaches of this tropical paradise.
 
Morning Tea, Lunch, Snorkelling, Protected Reef, Coral Beds, Tropical Fish, Marine Life
Relax on the spacious decks whilst morning tea and a barbecue lunch are served against a backdrop of idyllic scenery and sun-dappled seas,
along with colourful commentary by your captain. After lunch, dive into the Whitsunday's favourite maritime playground for approximately one
hour of guided snorkelling at a protected reef teeming with life. Along the way, explore the coral beds, tropical fish and marine life. At the
conclusion of your snorkelling session, embark the boat and commence the short ride back to the tender pier. Upon arrival, tender back to the
ship.
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Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking for approximately 27 yards-65 yards (about 25 metres-60 metres), with a few
steps to negotiate to embark/disembark the tender boat and catamaran (the vessel is at a floating pontoon; depending upon tidal conditions,
the gangway can be steep), and two-three steps to manoeuvre in/out of the boat. This tour is recommended for guests who are in good
physical condition, and can swim in water too deep too stand. This tour is not suitable for guest with neck and/or back problems, guests with
heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests prone to seasickness, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are
advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with beach or water shoes, and bring sun protection and a towel from the ship. Minors must be
accompanied by a parent or guardian aged 18 years or older to participate on this tour. Snorkelling equipment is provided. At certain times
of the year, stinger suits are recommended and available on the boat. There are no changing facilities on board the boat. Waterproof
cameras are highly recommended. Please bring additional local currency for drink purchases. Guests must be at least 18 years old to be
served alcoholic beverages. Guests may not snorkel if they have consumed alcohol. This tour may involve some rolling and pitching due to
natural sea conditions; a certain amount of agility is required. Pending weather, snorkelling locations and the number of people participating
on this tour, guests may be tendered ashore to a Whitsunday Island and the time allotted for snorkelling may be adjusted. The snorkelling
location is decided on the morning of the tour. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, fish and marine life sightings are not
guaranteed. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions.

 
ABQ-G / REEF & ISLANDS SCENIC FLIGHT DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$199; Duration:2.00 hrs

 Experience the spectacular beauty of the Great Barrier Reef and Whitsunday Islands from a unique perspective during this panoramic flight-
seeing excursion.
Airlie Beach, Flight-Seeing Tour, Great Barrier Reef, Whitsunday Islands
Depart the pier for the short drive to the Whitsunday Airport. After receiving your pre-flight weigh-in and safety instructions, board your plane
and begin your approximately one-hour flight-seeing tour over the Great Barrier Reef and Whitsunday Islands. Along the way, see the best sites
they have to offer.
 
Resorts, Whitehaven Beach, Hill Inlet, Great Barrier Reef, Heart Reef, Hardy Reef
Fly over most of the 74 islands in the Whitsundays, and see resorts dotting the islands as you head toward Whitehaven Beach and the renowned
Hill Inlet. Enjoy two passes along Australia's finest beach, then head out to the Great Barrier Reef. Included in your flight is the famous Heart
Reef, nestled amongst the bright colours and patterns of Hardy Reef. At the conclusion of your flight-seeing tour, return to the Whitsunday
Airport. Upon arrival, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 30-minute drive back to the pier.
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking for approximately 22 yards (about 20 metres), at times over uneven surfaces and
inclines, with three-four steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and board/de-board the plane. This tour is not suitable for guests with a
fear of heights, guests prone to airsickness, guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable
clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Minors under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a
parent or guardian. Guests weighing more than 275 pounds (about 125 kilograms) cannot participate on this tour. Due to weight, balance
and safety requirements, it is imperative that accurate weights for all guests are forwarded 72 hours prior to flight. If the weights differ to
what was sent, they may be asked to stand on scales; if the difference causes the guest not able to take the flight, there is no refund. The
tour sequence may vary. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions. Space
on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

January 04 2019, Friday

Brisbane - Australia
 

BNE-A / BRISBANE SIGHTS & LONE PINE SANCTUARY DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$99; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Tour the river city of Brisbane and meet some of Australia's native animals at Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary.
Brisbane City Tour
Depart the pier for the approximate 45-minute panoramic drive exploring the city passing Parliament House, the Treasury Building, City Hall and
Old Customs House. See the South Bank Parklands and Cultural Centre, which combines the State's Art Gallery, Performing Arts Complex,
Museum and library in a splendid riverside setting.
 
Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary
Visit Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary, the world's first and largest Koala sanctuary, with over 130 Koalas. Get close to a Koala and over 130 free
roaming Kangaroos and Wallabies, all in beautiful, natural settings. You may even wish to have a photo cuddling a Koala (at own expense).
During your stay you may wish to watch a sheep dog trial and maybe catch some of the other unusual animals such as the Platypus, Tasmanian
Devil, Emu, Wombat, Dingo or Echidna.
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Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking for approximately 800-1000 meters (2625 to 3280 feet). Total walking distance
is at the discretion of each guest. The facilities at Lone Pine are wheelchair-accessible; however, guests must be able to embark and
disembark the coach via a few steps. A wheelchair accessible coach can be arranged (at no additional cost) and must be requested well in
advance by contacting ShoreConcierge@Silversea.com. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes, sun protection,
sunglasses and a hat are recommended. The tour sequence may vary. Koalas photo cuddle souvenir photographs are not included, and are at
the guests' own expense. The order of sites visited may vary.

 
BNE-B / LEISURELY BRISBANE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$69; Duration:4.50 hrs

 This panoramic tour will explore Queensland's capital city. Brisbane is home to the state's historic and cultural past and present, seat of
government and a major port. Brisbane was destined to become one of the bright stars of Australia's colonization and today, with a population
of more than one million, it is the third largest of Australia's cities.
This half-day tour provides a great overview of the city centre and surrounding suburbs of Brisbane. Hear the history of this ever growing city and
see why more and more Australian's love to call Brisbane home.
 
Brisbane City Center
During this drive you will pass highlights including Parliament House, the Treasury Building, Customs House, Cultural Centre, the magnificent
Brisbane Botanic Gardens and many other historical and landmark properties. Brisbane has the look of a city that has recently grown-up. Much of
the old and unsightly has been bulldozed and replaced with glittering glass and concrete towers, hotels and paved shopping malls. The
meandering Brisbane River, lush inner city parks and the unusual blend of historic and modern architecture make this city one not to be missed.
 
Enjoy a brief photo stop on Mt Coot-tha after climbing 230 metres above sea level for an unequalled view over the sleek skyscrapers of the city
of modern Brisbane and the picturesque suburban areas from the lookout.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of activity. It is suitable for those with limited mobility and guests utilising a wheelchair;
guests must be able to transfer from the chair to the coach. A wheelchair accessible coach can be arranged (at no additional cost) and must
be requested well in advance by contacting ShoreConcierge@Silversea.com. We recommend guests wear light comfortable clothing and
walking shoes, sunglasses, sunscreen and a hat. Souvenir shops accept AUD cash and credit cards. The order of the sites visited may vary.

 
BNE-D / GOLF AT VICTORIA PARK (18-HOLES) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$199; Duration:6.00 hrs

 Located on 110 acres of pristine inner city land, Victoria Park has one of Australia's best public courses.
This 18 hole, USGA rated par 65 is equipped with challenging tees and fairways and offers a spectacular combination of scenic views and
undulating greens all designed to test the skill of even the most experienced golfer. The land upon which Victoria Park Golf sits has a colourful
history. Previously home to a quarry, a rifle range, an encampment for WWII American troops, a single men's refuge and squatters camp to finally
becoming a golf course with club house in 1931. The site was approved for redevelopment in 1999 and the new complex opened in 2002. The
club continues to grow and develop with exceptional maintenance of greens and facilities.
 
You will be transferred to and from dockside to Victoria Golf Club to enjoy a round of golf.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of activity and includes green fees, roundtrip transportation and shared cart. Course
length is 3,908 metres (4274 yards). The following is not included in the cost of the tour and is payable directly to the Pro Shop: Club rental is
AUD $20.00 per standard half set, bucket of practice range balls is AUD $13 - $19, sleeve of new balls is AUD $10 - $20, ride-along fee is
AUD $75.00. All prices quoted in AUD and are subject to change without notice. Optional rentals and purchases are not a part of the
programme and are to be paid directly to the pro shop. Casual golf attire is required; collared shirts must be worn, no jeans, board shorts,
tee-shirts, tank tops or open shoes are permitted. Golfers may wear soft/hard-spiked golf shoes or regular fully enclosed shoes. Golf must be
booked the latest 72 hours prior to play and is subject to cancellation charges if cancelled within this time. A minimum participation of 2
golfers is required to operate this tour.

 
BNE-E / MOUNT TAMBORINE EXPERIENCE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$149; Duration:8.00 hrs

 Leave the city behind and spend a full day exploring the greener side of Australia, accompanied by expert guides. Discover waterfalls cascading
into mountain streams, thick green rainforests alive with native birds and the rugged off-road hillside trails on Tamborine Mountain. Your 4WD
vehicle will be waiting at the pier and soon you will be on your way to the Gold Coast Hinterland and Tamborine Mountain to embark on an off-
road adventure following an original bush track built by pioneers.
Sighting of kangaroos in the Tamborine area is common and not to forget the koala who are often seen sleeping the day away in a gum tree
beside one of the rough bush tracks. Our experienced guides will guide you through Joalah, Tamborine National Park to the Waterfall below
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and explain the uniqueness of the Rainforests and Eucalyptus forests that make up the Tamborine Plateau. The timetable allows for frequent
stops to take in the sweeping views and leisurely walks through the forests.
 
In addition to this you will see a whip cracking display and then get the chance to try it yourself. Don't think you're going to get out of the
Boomerang throwing! You will be given a lesson on how to throw and define the difference between a boomerang and a stick.
 
Scones fresh from the oven for morning tea, will satisfy the heartiest appetite followed by a BBQ lunch with the choice of Marinated Beef Steaks,
Marinated Chicken, Fresh fish or vegetarian meals together with a variety of salads. A Beer, Wine or Soft drink is served whilst enjoying a home
cooked BBQ. The lunch venue (400 acre private property) is exclusive to the group, this guarantees a personal and private tour away from
crowds. On a hot summer's day, the nearby cool waters and rock pools provide a welcome opportunity for a refreshing swim so you may want to
bring along a swimsuit. Your afternoon program also includes a visit to a local winery for a formal tasting of fine Australian wines before heading
back to the ship. Arriving back in Brisbane, you will be given a brief city sights tour (time permitting) before being returned to the ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of driving and walking over bumpy, uneven terrain, and is recommended for guests that
are in good physical condition. This tour is not suitable for pregnant women, guests with back and/or neck problems, limited mobility, or
those who utilise a wheelchair. The tour sequence may vary. The size of the 4-wheel-drive vehicles may vary, and approximately 90% of all
seats are utilised. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes, sun protection and insect repellent are recommended.
Guests opting to swim are advised to bring swimwear, water shoes and a towel from the ship. Wildlife sightings are not guaranteed. Space
on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment. Guests must be 18 years of age for the wine
tasting.

 
BNE-F / ICONIC QUEENSLAND BREWS & WINES DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$119; Duration:6.00 hrs

 Experience a pair of Queensland's iconic beer and winemaking facilities during this memorable, full-day beer and wine tasting excursion.
XXXX Brewery & Alehouse
Depart the pier for a scenic, approximately 70-minute drive to Queensland's XXXX Brewery & Alehouse, with a brief tour of Brisbane City en
route. Upon arrival at the XXXX Brewery & Alehouse, discover the legend of XXXX through an immersive, approximately 90-minute guided tour
of this working brew house. Learn about their 135-year history, world-class brewing methods, top quality ingredients and how to pour a perfect
XXXX. Following your tour, proceed for a tasting of two of its popular beers at the XXXX Alehouse Bar. Afterward, stop by the XXXX Brewery
store to purchase XXXX beer and browse for souvenirs.
 
Sirromet Winery
Next, re-board your coach and proceed for a visit to Sirromet, a winery that has attained prestigious awards for their outstanding wines and
exceptional facilities. The Mount Cotton headquarters combines a fully operating vineyard, winery and cellar door in a location alive with breath-
taking panoramic views, beautiful natural scenery and abundant wildlife. Upon arrival, take a guided stroll to the cellar door and enjoy the taste
of Sirromet during an interactive wine tasting workshop featuring six different wine varieties. Afterward, stop by the Sirromet Winery store to
purchase Sirromet wines and browse for souvenirs. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 50-
minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 902 yards (about 825 metres), at times over uneven surfaces,
with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach, and steps and staircases at the brewery. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited
mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are
recommended. Guests must be at least 18 years old to participate in tastings of alcoholic beverages, and present their government-issued
proof of ID to participate on this tour. Guests must not have consumed alcohol prior to the XXXX Brewery tour; if the brewery staff suspects
a guest is already intoxicated, that guest may be breathalysed. The tour sequence may vary. Photography is not permitted on the XXXX
Brewery tour. All bags and cameras must be left in on-site lockers prior to the tour, as no loose items can be taken on the tour route; there
are no additional costs involved in utilising the lockers.Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid
disappointment.

 
BNE-H / GOLD COAST ON YOUR OWN DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$79; Duration:7.00 hrs

 Relax and unwind on the beautiful Gold Coast of Australia at your leisure during this full-day, self-guided sightseeing excursion.
Brisbane City, Gold Coast, Free Time, Shopping, Dining, Beaches
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.5-hour drive to Australia's famous Gold Coast. En route, take a short sightseeing drive through
Brisbane City. Upon arrival at the Gold Coast, ample free time is made available for shopping and dining at your own expense and leisure,
and/or sunbathing and swimming at the beautiful, white-sand beaches stretching along the coast.
 
Outer Suburbs
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At the conclusion of your free time on the Gold Coast, return to the coach at the appointed time, then commence the approximately 1.5-hour
drive back to the pier via the freeway and through the outer suburbs of Brisbane.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking, at times over sandy surfaces and minor inclines, with a few steps to negotiate
to get on/off the coach. Walking at the Gold Coast is at the discretion of each guest. This tour is not suitable for guests prone to motion
sickness, guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking
shoes and sun protection are recommended. The driving distance between the pier and Gold Coast is approximately 1.5 hours in each
direction. Guests opting to swim and/or sunbathe at the beach should wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with beach shoes, and bring
sunscreen and a towel from the ship. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest
you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
BNE-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$649 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

BNE-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1149 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

BNE-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$799 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:5

 
 

BNE-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1299 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:5
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